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,IthoU9h, I ,grew up asa contemporary of Malcolm x, I remained unaware of him until I went to high school, his existence
brought to me not through any of my history books in school, but via acquaintances who talked about him and made me
aware of the Alex Haley book, The Aut9biography Of Malcolm J!.
'
Even then,.however, I remained unaware of this great man's importance in my life until I moved on to college, his name, by this
time, now Il!gend, and his philosophy revealed to me through his speeches and interviews I saw on television shows, such as the one
shown on Like It Is, hosted by journalist Gil Noble.
As I read more about Malcolm X, his image became more fixed in my mind, his existence more real to me, and I often chided myself
.. for not having the foresight to have taken off the blinders earlier and seeking him out for myself. Still, I felt 'better late than never,'
and I continued reading alii could about him, discussinghis life with others who had an interest in him, until the making of the
movie Malcolm X and my opportunity came to put this special tribute issuetogether.
Perhaps; the most outstanQing thing about Malcolm x,ro me, is the tremendous amount of integrity this man had in both his public and personal life. When I wa~ched the episode of Like It Is which focused on Malcoimone Sunday afternoon, I was struck by how
'often government agencies such as-the FBIand ,CIAhad tried to dig up some dirt on him, and how just as often they failed to do so.
,Bynow, everyone should realize how persistent the government can be in trying to destroy the credibility of Black leaders who do
not support the status quo. It is no secret that J.Edgar Hoover, the violently feared and hated director of the FBI, collected files on
practically every public official or personality in America, both Black and White, and used the information In them routinely when it
was to his advantage to do so. 'Files on Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X's philosophical adversary in the begJnning of his career,
'helped to tarnish his image when he was labeled an
incorrigible womanizer, which later led to the writ. ing of a book long after he had died. On Malcolm,
however, no files impugning his personal or public
conduct could be collected save for the information
detailing his former life as a hustler, pimp and petty
criminal which he never hid from the world when he
became a very public Minister of the Nation Of Islam.
That Ma,lcolm X was a man with faults we may' not
know about is a given. I am not.naive enough to
think him a perfect human being,. but the source of
my wonder about him is how he steadfastly
remained true to the beliefs he voiced, living his life
by the principles he embraced with nothing to hide
from anyone.
An influentlel and charismatic man, Malcolm X
affected the lives of many people around him.
Whether a famous celebrity, such as Muhammad Ali,
or ordinary people, such as some of my friends,
Malcolm X had a powerful, lasting effecton those
.
who came into contact with him personally or
Malcolm X influenced the lives of both the famous, such as Muhammad Ali and
through the miracle of communicatio.n sources.
With the movie Malcolm X, a whole new.genera- many everyday people. And although he was most often seen as a serious politition of young people will be treated to the life story cal figure, he had a lighter side which didn't preclude him from enjoying the simple pleasure of being photographed with the "champ."
of a man whohas become a modern icon. Director
Spike Lee has said in interviews that 'm'aking a fjlm
about Malcolm X was something he was born to do, Lee coming from a generation of young adults who, like myself, were just children when M!Jlcolm X was alive. Today's hip-hop generation became interested in Malcolm X, due largely to the influence of the rappers who incorporated his image in their songs and discussions,the movement rooted in the pro-Black wave of '60s nostalgia sweeping the country, buoyed by African-Americans, renewed interest in Black history and culture.
That nostalgia also grew out of the lack of effective Black leadership in the '80s and '90s, characterized by the seeming reversal of
most of the legislative victories won ~y Blacks €luring the civil rights era. With the documenting of more and more casesof institutional racism, biased crimes and confrontations between minorities and the pollee, heroes of the past, such as Malcolm X have provided a
voice to articulate the feelings of powerlessness, anger and pain felt by Black people. Betrayed by a government which has paid only
lip service to the laws it enacted after the Civil Rights Movement ofthe '60~, Black peopte have come full circle under the oppressive
racial tension which characterizes today's.society,
:
A symbol of a strong, uncompromising Black Leader, Malcolm X exerts 'an appeal to Black people today, especially our youth, which
stems from his refusal to be broken bythe racist society he lived in. Malcolm X foughtthat system u~til his death, at the age of 39,
and in so doing lives forever in our hearts and minds as the kind of person we would most like to be.
A' '
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Malcolm X addresses the national convention of Black
Muslims In Chicago taking the place of the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad who was ill. Malcolm had become an Indispensable asset to the Nation Of Islam and was Mr. Muhammad's
most trusted Minister. The charismatic Malcolm, however,
could hold a crowd spellbound as no other COUld.

From the moment
Malcolm x burst Into
the publiC'S consciousness, articulating his
perspective on race ,'_
relatIons and the status'
of African-Americans In
society, American social
pollilts changed forever. He turned the tables
on White America's conventional esumotton of
Its role In society by
stating that Blacks were
morally, physically and
Intellectually superior
to Whites who would,
therefore, assume their
rightful place at the top
of society before too
long. Needless to say,
this oosmon, coming
especially at that time
In America, earned
Malcolm X many enemIes, reflected In his
lifelong war with a
media which misquoted
and misread him csusIng the misunderstandIng of a man who
refused to compromise
his beliefs and onnosoonte« for any reason.

6

A fiery and outspoken speaker. Malcolm x used his prominent position to speak out against
government policies such as the one he addressed a crowd of 1,000 persons about during
an outdoor rally In upper Manhattan In New York City. He accused the government of trying
to decteve Blacks by giving them token Integration.
'

alcolm X was born In
1925 In Omaha,
Nebraska Into a
racially-dIVIded society that
treated him and his family
with cruelty and Indifference. After the murder of .
his father, the Reverend Earl
LIttle, Malcolm's family, little
by little, was torn apart, I:Ils
mother', Louise LIttle, finally
sucumblng to the awesome
pressures and suffering a
complete nervous breakdown which resulted In the
children being taken from
her and put Into foster care
whenshe was sent to a
.
mental Institution.
With his White foster famIlY, Malcolm was treated
kindly, In the same, way,
perhaps, as a treasured pet,
but without any true appreciation for his humanity and
Intelligence. In school, he
was an excellent student,
ho ever that ended the day
he was told by a teacher
that he should not aspire to
be the lawyer hewanted to
become as Blacks could not,
realistically, aim fOr goals
which were beyond them.
Malcolm was told that he
should become a carpenter
or something, and Immediately after, his love affair
with academics ended, his
life as a Juvenile delinquent

M

beginning and taking him
Into young adulthood.
After moving East to live
with a relative, Malcolm
became a teenaged hustler
on the streets of Boston's
Roxbury district, using the
name Detroit Red IIn reference to his red hair and the
time he spent In a Michigan
detention home) and seiling ,
drugs and women until he
was Imprisoned on a burglary charge.
In prison, Malcolm's reputation for being III-tempered
and vicious earned him the
nickname Satan, but after
his brother, Reginald, Introduced him to the philosophies of the Nation Of Islam,
he became a changed man.
Malcolm'S transformation
was a complete rejection of
his previous lifestyle. Now,
he no longer drank, use~ .
profanities, dressed flam-.
boyantly or acquired money
fl'om criminal enterprises.
Most Importantly, however,
was the revamping of
Malcolm's philosophy, the
Importance of Islam In snapIng his life and guiding his
destiny, and the community
activism In which he now
became lnvolved,
At the time, the philosophy of the nation Of Islam
supported the Idea that

..•

This photo was taken when Malcolm X was suspended by
Elijah Muhammad for statements he made about the assassination of president John F. Kennedy. Malcolm had told a
Black Muslim rally that the assassination was an Instance of
"the chickens coming home to roost," a comment which·
netted him negative publicity when the press Interpreted It
as a sign that he was unsympathetic about Kennedy'S murder. Malcolm's comment, however, had been taken out of
context. What he meant was that America's easy acceptance
of violence when targeted toward Blacks, was now killing
even prominent leaders In the White community.

7
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Malcolm x at a press conference In the Hotel Theresa In New York City. Regarded with susplcion by the mainstream press, Malcolm X suffered a major character assassination at their
hands with him painted as a violent racist who hated all Whites.
people Of color are ccc's
glon, prepared to dedicate
chosen, the only ones who
the rest Of his life to the sercan enter heaven and who
vice of his faith and the
are naturally superior to the
progress of his people.
·Whlte devils· who tried to
Malcolm xs Incisive mind,
enslave them In western
polished speech and sophlsSOCiety.Becauseof his neg·
tlcated wit raised him lmrneatlve life experiences with
. dlately to the fOrefront of
White .people, Malcolm was
the NOIorganization, rnak. easily able to accept this
Ing him a more visible
belief, the discipline of the
spokesman than even Elijah
Nation Of Islam and Its work
Muhammad. His assertions
ethic acting as a motivation·
that Blacksdeserved and
al force to uplift the race
would assume equal treatthrough study, a knowledge
ment In America, "by any
of history, a raising of self·
means necessary,· both
esteem and self·confldence
shocked and fascinated the
and an active participation
country.
In the politics affecting the
For Whites, It was a
Blackcommunity.
chance to see and hear a
In keeping with his new
Black man who did not grov·
. beliefS,Malcolm disowned
el, beg or seek to placate
his surname of LIttle taking
them. He spoke with the
, Instead the letter X to slgnl·
language of the most edufy hiSrejection of a ·Whlte
cated men of any race, and
man's slave name" and his
wltha social vision as unset·
past as a non-lslamlc pertllng as It was new, he .
son. By the time he left
exposed racism In all
prison In 1952,after serving
aspects of life and asserted
a little over six years of his
the fundamental right of all
a-to-year sentence, Malcolm men to be treated with dig·
X had metarnorphoslzed
nlty and respect.
Into a man of learning, arncFor Blacks,Malcolm X repulate and weu-sooken, edu·
resented a strong leader fig·
cated and CUltured,a fitting
ure who was a source of
spokesperson for his rell·
Inspiration and motivation

8

for them. His association
with the Nation Of Islam
prompted many people to
jolng the organization reoresenting as did Malcolm X a
wellspring of hope fOr Black
people tired of the feelings
Of powerlessness which
threatened to drowned
their spirits. .
Despite Malcolm's devotlon to the Nation Of Islam,
however, his charismatic
personality engendered
petty Jealousiesfrom some
within the organization and
he soon was at odds with
even his former mentor,
Elijah MUhammad,the man
he respected and revered
above all others. The rift
ended with the expulsion of
Malcolm X from the Nation
Of Islam and In response he
decld.edto travel to the
Middle Eastand discover the
roots Of Islam fOr himself.
Malcolm X went to Mecca,
making the hajj, or religious
pilgrimage, to the Holy City
and for the first time
encountered Muslims of all
races, Islamic worshippers
who welcomed him and
shared his religious beliefS
and hopes for his race.

Malcolm X arriving at New York's Kennedy International
Airport after his second trip to Africa and the Middle East.

After Malcolm X split with the Nation Of Islam, he announced
his Intention to form a united Negro front In the United
states to help gains the support of the African nations to
bring the ·pllght the Afro-American Negroes· before the
United Nations. To help do just that, Malcolm X planned to
call a private meeting of various Black leaders to form a single civil rights organization.
The pilgrimage was
another turnIng poInt In
Malcolm xs life. A man of
strong convictions and
.unshakeable faith, Malcolm
X stili nurtured his need for
growing and evolving
beyond the confines of his
Immediate awareness.
Always searching for the
truth, Malcolm X realized
that a certain cpenmlndedness and recepnvltv to new
Ideas and philosophIes was
a necessary prerequIsite for
personal evolutIon. The vIsit
to Mecca provIded an
opportunIty for Malcolm X
to experIence that personal
growth which wIdened hIs
visIon to accept truths
heretofore unrevealed to
him, and the IncIdent lifted,
1m to a new state of conscIousness, one In whIch he
realized the potentIal for
tnemood among p'eople
races.
erly a radlcal believer
e InferIority of the
White race, Malcolm's new
vision tempered this absolutist viewpoint mellowing
It Into an embracing of the
Idea that there are good
people In all races with the
quality of a person's spirit
determining his worth, not
the color of his skin.
Malcolm X now espoused
the cause of brotherhood,

and human rights for everyone, with his humanIst
agenda making an Impact
worldwide as he grew In
stature In the eyes of politicians In the International
arena.
In 1964, Malcolm X formed
the Organization for AfroAmerican Unity, his expression of the vision he wanted
to create. At the time,
Malcolm X was beginning to
draw closer with Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr., his contemporary and non-violent mirror Image. Because of the
perceived potential of an
alliance, there are those
who hint that the powers
that be were extremely
uneasy about such an
alliance. With Martin Luther
King, Jr. viewed as a more
tolerant Black leader with
his philosophy of passive
resistance, politicians did
not view him as much of a
threat as Malcolm X, who
was perceived to be a militant who was not averse to
taking up arms to liberate
his people If he deemed
that necessary.
Ironically, there are those
who Indicate that as
Malcolm X grew less militant, Martin Luther King,
Jr.'s patience was running
out and he was growing
Increasingly more extreme
In his philosophy and outlook on methods for engendering change. Out of these
circumstances, then, It Is
easy to Imagine the consternation of government
officials Interested In maintaining the status quo. If
Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King were to Join forces, the
unified strength of the two
leaders might possibly pose
a serious threat to those In
power.
Nevertheless, as actor AI
Freeman, Jr. says, he Is one
of those leery of the con-

splracy theory which devel·
oped out of this explanation
of things leading up to the
events of February 21,1965.
On February 14, ofthat
year, Malcolm X's home In "
oueens, New York was fire·
bombed by unknown
assailants. Malcolm X had
become the victim 'of death
threats during the last few
years of his life, and the
Queens attack left his home
In ruins, destroyed by the
gasoline bombs thrown
through the building'S front
window.
One week later, Malcolm X
was gunned down during a
rally held at the Audubon
Ballroom In Harlem, In New
York City. He was just 39
years Old.
Today, Malcolm X lives on
In legend and spirit, his philosophy a source of lnsplratton and motivatIon to a
whole new generatIon of
young people desperately In
need of guidance In their
search for the truth and a
way to solve the problems
of our tlme.Hls chartsma stili
Intact even In death,
Malcolm X has affected mn- .
lions Of people who never
ever met hIm, some of them
those who never heard of
him until recently. That Is
the Influence of the man,
and what makes him contln- ,
ue to live on In the hearts,
minds and lives of so many
people.

Malcolm X wIth sauct Arabia'S King Falsa!. The Black nationalist leader was now a recognized voice In International affairs, a state of affairs which had made the U.S.government
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FAX ABOUT MALCOLM X

BORN: May 19,1925
BIRTHPLACE: Omaha, Nebraska
NAME: Malcolm Uttle
PARENTS: louise Uttle and the Reverend Earl Uttle
BROTHERS & SISTERS:EIla, Earl, Mary, Hilda, Philbert, Reginald, Yvonne, Wesley and Robert
. TRAGEDY: Malcolm X's father was killed In 1931 after being threatened by White supremacists.
By 1937, Malcolm's family was
separated, the children
aced in foster care by the state. In 1946, Malcolm, now a petty crIminal, was Imprisoned for burglary and

pi

sentenced

to 8-10 years In Massachusetts.

He served 61/2 years of his sentence

in the process

educating

himself and

transforming himself into the man he was to become.
TRANSFORMATION: Inthe years from 1948-1949, Malcolm X converted to Islam. In 1952, he was paroled from prison, and the
next year he renamed himself Malcolm X when he became an Assistant Minister of the Nation Of Islam Temple In Detroit. In 1954,
Malcolm X moved to New York to become the Minister Qf the Harlem Temple.
POUTICIZATION: Malcolm X makes his first trip to the Middle East and Africa.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY: In 1963, Malcolm X begins his collaboration with Alex Haley on his autobiography.
INDEPENDENCE: In April, 1963, Malcolm X and Elijah Muhammad engage In a confrontation about Mr. Muhammad's private life.
The close ties between the two men begin to unravel. Later that year, Malcolm X Is reprimanded after making "unauthorized"
remarks after President Kennedy's assassination.
In the spring of 1964, Malcolm X makes his second visit to Africa and the Middle
East and converts to orthodox Islam culminating In his spll_t
from the Nation Of Islam and his public denunciation of Elijah Muhammad. Malcolm X goes
on to establish his own Organization of

-"1'_

Afro-American Unity. Now a recognized international political presence, Malcolm X makes his
third trip to Africa from July
to November, 1964.Next
Malcolm X becomes a certified Sunnl Muslim and
changes his name to EIHiUl Malik EI-Shabazz,
his previously unyieldIng position on
Whites' Involvement In
the Civil Rights
Movement now more
inclusive !IS well as his
support of non-violent
leaders, such as Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
REPRISALS: Malcolm X's
home Is firebombed

on

February 14, 1965.
DEATH: Malcolm X Is assassl, nated, shot In the Audubon
Ballroom In Harlem In New York City.
The Black community Is stunned and
reacts with an outpouring of grief. African and
Middle East leaders come to pay their respects.
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he Influence that Malcolm X has had on
the hip-hop culture has been a phenemenet thing, especially when you
consider that Malcolm hes been dead for
almost 30 years. "Young Blacks love Malcolm
X elmost to the point of uncritical edoratlon,"
seld James Cone, professor of systemic theology at Union Theologlcel Semlnery In New
York end author of Martin & Malcolm &
ArTrerlca: A Dream or a Nightmare, In an ertlcle In Ebony Megazlne. "He expresses the
enger they feel about White America end
ebout the Black leedershlp estebllshment.
Thet Is why Melcolm Is populer emons rep
ertlsts end street-preachers end why his
Image, end sayings adem buttons, caps and
T-shirts:
Indeed the Interest In Malcolm X among
members of the hip-hop community emeunts
to almost e devotion to.e man who has
become en Icon In our culture. Because of
the perception of Malcolm X as a "militant"
Black men who preached a gospel of
empowerment "by any means necessary," his
philosophy (or more accurately, what people assume his philosophy to be) has laid a
foundation for the opinions and actions of
many young people In the Black community.
To the Black youth of today, rappers are
the heroes who they look up to . Their
words In song are carefully digested and so
naturally the artists' regard for Malcolm X on
a personal level Influences young people's
opinions of a man who Impacted on the
world around him and died for his beliefs on
a cold ballroom floor In Harlem so many
years ago.
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E.FRESH
X Is the strongest
lack people ever
else gave us the
edge and detere ourselves as
ot like White
we should be.
k, White, .
at/,ver, owe
hope someday
allzehow
the world. "
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Malcolm X Iies' mortally wounded on the floor of the Audubon
Ballroom in Harlem where he was felled by a88a88in8' bullets while
giving a speech there.

Outside the Ballroom, confusion reigned as police struggle
with Thomas Hagan, a suspect in the shooting of Malcolm
X. Hagan was also shot in the attack.

Malcolm X'8 wife, Betty Shabazz, holds the overcoat of her slain husband outside the
Ballroom where he was shot. Mter the shooting, which occurred in a second-story ballroom, two Black men were seised as the gunmen.

22

Thomas Hagan, 22, is carried away in
police custody from Jewish Memorial
Hospital en route to Bellevue Hospital
Manhattan. Police said Hagan was foi
carrying a pistol with four unused bul
lets,

Police lead Reuben Francis, 33, away from the police station
after he was charged with felonious assault and illegal possession of a pistol. Police said Francis, a follower of Malcolm X,
shot and wounded another man, Talmadge Hayer, at the rally
where Malcolm was killed. Hayer was also charged with homicide in the death of Malcolm X.

Well-m
and respected actor Ussie Davis gave the eulogy for
Malcolm X at the funeral services held in the Faith Temple Of
God In Christ in Harlem on February 27, 1965. Davis called
Malcolm a "brave and gallent young champion." Malcolm's
widow, Betty, is seated second from the left in the pew facing
the open casket.

Norman 3X Butler, another suspect in the assassination of
Malcolm X, is shown at the police station after he was also
charged with homicide in the shooting of the Black leader.
Police described Butler as an "enforcer" in the Black Muslim
organization.

Visitors to the funeral home housing the body of Malcolm X had
to submit to intense searches by police as does this gentleman
who came to pay his last respects to the fallen leader.

23
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The funeral cortege of Malcolm X wound through Harlem led by police cars after orthodox Islamic rites were said for him at the
Faith Temple Of God In Christ. The destination of the procession was a cemetery in nearby Westchester County.

Hudson

live,

X marks the spot where Malcolm X was
shot and killed in New York City.
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Malcolm X in death,

Malcolm X's grief-stricken widow, Betty
Shabazz listens as Imam Alhajj Heshaans
J aaber chants an Islamic prayer beside
the grave of Malcolm X. The slain leader
is buried in Ferncliffe Cemetery in
Hartsdale, a suburb in Westohester
County.

The Producing
Of The Epic
Biopic:
(Or 'As Spike
LeeSaid, The
Making'Of
Malcolm XWith
10 Million
People Effin'
With You!)
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Like his chosen name, Malcolm
X has become an enigma.
Transformed into myth, he has
been claimed in death even by
those who rejected him in life.
His legacy continues to be characterized less by a common
vision than by a stubborn conviction by his followers that each
person's particular view represents the real Malcolm. But the
real Malcolm remains elusive.
At the time he lived, many
people, Blacks included; regarded Malcolm X as a dangerous
man, a man who was not afraid
to stir up trouble, and shake
things up -a man who could
get people killed. Perceived as
a leader who endorsed the use
of violence to change the order

of the day, Malcolm X was
larg~ly misunderstood and misquoted by the mainstream press
which flocked to cover his
speeches, seizing on any
II:
phrase likely to create sensa~
tional copy, and in so doing pro- Iii
vided a biased portrayal of a '>man whose words were many
~
times reprinted out of context.
~
Malcolm X, even to those who g
knew him best, was a complex ~
individual, a man whose phil os- '
ophy could not be absolutely
defined, a man who embraced
changes when he felt it was
necessary, a man who could
never be categorized.
In making Malcolm X, Spike
Lee has attempted to cinematically potray the epic and evolv-

ing life of one of America's most
charismatic public figures. In
doing so, Lee hopes that people
will recognize the relevance of
Malcolm X's philosophy in
today's world.
Says Lee, "Here's a man who
rose up from the dregs of society, spent time in jail, re-educat'ed himself, and through spiritual
enlightenment, rose to the top.
This is an incredible story and I
know that it will inspire people.
He was three or four or five or
six different people and that's
what we want to show in this
film."
Lee says he first read The
Autobiography of Malcolm X in
junior high school and was

deeply affected bylt. In the
movie, he tells onscreen the
story of the many transformations of Malcolm X. "Malcolm X
was a very complex man; I
believe that his search for truth
made him chaoge over and
over again, and it would be an
injustice to his life to take any
shortcuts in our film."
As the film's co-producer,
Marvin Worth acquired the
rights to Malcolm X's autobiography 26 years ago from
Malcolm's widow, Betty
Shabazz. Worth, who knew
Malcom and whose documentary on the life of Malcolm was
nominated for an Oscar in 1972,
says he always knew this story

would be told.
"It's been a long journey getting to this point," says Worth.
"It's rewarding to finally be making a film about his life."
"Malcolm X has always been
largely misunderstood," continues Worth. "People view him in
different ways depending on
who they are, and everyone has
his or own view of Malcolm X."
Obviously, one of the biggest
challenges in making the movie
would be how to present the dif-,
ferent views of the multifaceted, charismatic Malcolm X.
In addition, to tell the story of
Malcolm X's life, it required representing America during the
'30s, '40s, '50s, '60s and up to
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life very colorful and vibrant,"
the present. To meet this chalThomas explains. "We've filmed
lenge, Spike Lee assembled a
several nightclub scenes during
distinguished team of behind-thescenes artists, many of who have the 1940s 'using lots of texture
. and colors."
collaborated with him on one or
For the second phase of the
more of his previous works,
film, which covers Malcolm's
including director of photography
incarceration, the production
Ernest Dickerson (Jungle Fever,
team filmed at Wilsey Street.Jaii
Do The Right Thing and
in Newark, New Jersey. "What
Dlckerson's own directorial debut
happens to Malcolm during that
Juice); editor Barry Alexander
. Brown (Madonna's Truth Or Dare, period is a rebirth. We are draining the color from his life and as a
Do The Right Thing and Salaam
result the prison is treated
.
BombaYJ; production designer .
momochromatically. We used a
Wynn Thomas (all five of Spike
lot of grays, whites and blues."
Lee's previous films); costume
And in keeping with the concept
designer Ruth Carter (all of Lee's
of this second phase, director of'
features and Kid 'N Play's House
photography, Ernest Dickerson, lit
PartYJ;and casting dirictor Robi
the prison scenes with COOlingfilReed (also all of Lee's films).
ters •
Production designer Wynn
. "In the third phase of the film,"
Thomas says the film was
designed in three parts. The first
Thomas continues, "Malcolm has
become a leader and he's much
covers Malcolm's early years; the
more serious, so we're using a lot
second, his period of enlightenof earth tones - browns, greens
ment in prison; and the third, his
development as an activist. "We
and natural tones - to reflect.
controlled realism."
make the beginning phase of his

1 .

Carter's wardrobe selection tollows suit, as indicated by the
clothing for Baines, the Muslim
who introduces Malcolm to the
Nation of Islam in prison .."When
we first see Baines, he's dressed
in warm brown tones to show how
inviting he is," says Carter. "As
Baines gets closer to the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad aod
begins to plant the poison in his
mind about Malcolm, I dressed
him in grays. Finally, as Elijah
Muhammad's health deteriorates
and Baines becomes more powerful in the NOI, he is wearing
dark, double-breasted suits."
Carter, who began working on
the film in January, 1991, travelled throughout the country gath- .
ering information about Malcolm
X. "I wanted to know him and
understand who he was before
we began the project," says
Carter, who spent many hours in
Harlem's historic Schomburg
Center for Research in Black
Culture.

,"The research has really paid
to construct the various buildings,
off," Carter continues. "Denzel
sets and facades we needed."
(Washington) and I have disMalcolm's early days in
cussed every detail about
Nebraska were recaptured in
Malcolm's clcthes=- his eyeupstate New York, where,
glasses, his shoes, his ties - and Thomas recounts, several historiwhat was happening in his life
cally accurate buildings were built,
during particular periods.
including a farmhouse, which was
Photographs and research materi- later burned to the ground in the
portrayal of an attack by the Ku
als about Malcolm and his era
helped us a lot."
Klux Klan.
Since much of the filming took
The streets of Boston were
place on the streets of New York
described by Thomas as the most
City, the locations selected and
difficult to re-create. 'We needed
the facades of buildings had to be to show a large intersection, and
transformed to reflect the city dur- since camera angles gave visual
ing the '40s, '50s and '60s. ''This
access-to streets on all sides, we
was an enormous job, bigger than . actually had to re-create a signifiit may appear on the screen,"
cant section of the city, complete
explains production designer,
with railroad tracks, houses, ,
Thomas. "In addition to the
stores and everything else you'd
research we did on everything,
be able to see."
from the way street signs looked
In January, Lee and his film
in the 1940s to what the interior of crew travelled to Egypt to re-crea school in the Midwest might
ate the scenes of Malcolm X's pilhave looked like in the 1930s, we
grimage to Mecca. Thomas, with
had about 300 people working
the assistance of the Egyptian
over a period of about six months
unit's associate producer,

Fernando Sulichin, found locations and materials to create the
setting for Malcolm's religious pilgrimage to Mecca.
"There is actually a large film
community in Cairo, and it was
less difficult than you might
assume to make a movie there.
However, it did require about
three months of negotiation and
planning to complete 10 days of
filming, so there were quite a few
challenges to overcome."
Thomas asserts that he felt that
accuracy wa~ of prime importance
in bringing the setting of
.
Malcolm's life to the screen, "The
environment of the story helps
make it more rea:lfor the audience, and also helped the actors
intepret their parts. I felt that it
was important to be as faithful as
possible to the truth of Malcolm's
life and his world."
Production for the movie was
concluded in Soweto, South . .
Africa, where the ending of the
film was photographed.
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I'm

the guy. I'm the guy; said Spike Lee to director Norman Jewison in a telephone conversation a few years ago. At the time, Lee was campaigning to make the film version of
Malcolm Xand was trying fo convince Norman Jewison, who was all set to direct an
adaptation of the book The Autobiography Of Melcolm X by playwright Charles Fuller.

Lee's dogged determination eventually caused Jewison to turn the project over to him, whereupon
he promptly dumped Fuller's screenplay, and another version by well-known playwright David Mame!,
and homed in on a version written by author James Baldwin and Arnold Perl in the late '60s.
"Theirs was the best," said Lee in an interview with New York Magazine, which ran a cover story on
the film. "But Elijah Muhammad was still alive when they wrote the script, and they dodged the breakup
between the Black Muslims and Malcolm, as well as the assassination. I put all that back in. Malcolm
was always in search of truth. He was in that one percent able to repudiate their past life because of
what was no longer true."
Something of a mission for Lee, the making of Malc.olm Xinto a major screen presentation was a
goal he had in mind from the beginning of his directing career. "I was in junior high school when I read
The Autobiography Of Malcolm X; said Lee in the same New York Magazine interview, " and it changed
my life. I had never been exposed to a Black man who spoke so frankly."
When word came out that tee.would be directing the film, he was castigated by a numbsrof Black
community leaders including the playwright/poet Amiri Baraka, who went so far as to do a film-by-film
critique of all of Lee's work to prove how unfit he was to film the life of Malcolm X in addition to organizing a rally in Harlem to protest the making of the film. Baraka claimed Lee's film would distort Malcolm's
life and ease the minds of middle-class "Negroes."
"Malcolm X's life is not a commercial property: said Baraka. "It can't be claimed by a petit bourSpike Lee has realized a personal goal geois Negro who has $40 million."
As it happened, Lee received a $20 million budget from Warner Bros. studios to make the movie, but
with the making of the movie Malcolm
later had to raise several more millions still going over the budget set for the movie. After the movie comX
pany refused to allot any more funds to the project, Lee had to raise the money by soliciting funds from
prominent Black sporting and entertainment personalities who came through with the needed cash to make Warner Bros. negotiate with the bonding company insuring the movie so Lee could bring in the budget at $34 million.
Always controversial and outspoken, Lee's troubles with Warner Bros. were commented on by the director in the press with him describing the company's executives as money-grubbing philistines who were only interested in how much the money the film would net them at the box office.
Preceded by an abundance of publicity and promotion, Malcolm Xs arrival was heralded many months prior to its release by a marketing plan which
pumped a flood of Malcolm X hats into the marketplace. A black hat with a white X became the hottest selling item at Spike Lee's store in Brooklyn as well as
on street corners all over the nation as vendors hurriedly capitalized on the popularity of the caps and started ordering them from illegal manufacturers who
had no license to make the hats.
'
/'"
Lee was rumored to be so enraged by the piracy that if he saw an unlicensed hat on someone's head, he would angrily snatch it off. (Of course,
that's only a rumorl] Too huge a business to close down, however, bootleg hats continued to sell, in the end still promoting Lee's movie
although profits from their sales were going into the hands of a variety of people.
As time passed, however, Lee's attention shifted to the promotion ofthe movie through agencies of the Black press. In an unprecedented campaign, Lee made himself and other movie principals accessible to the Black press for interviews so that the movie could ben-,
efit from any advance writeups it would receive.
. ..
The following is from an interview Lee had with the Black press about one month prior to the release of Malcolm X The press members had been shown four trailer clips from the film the day before the interview session, a mini-screening also attended by Lee, and
two of the movie's other principals, Angela Bassett (Betty Shabazz) and AI Freeman, Jr. (Elijah Muhammad).
Q; How long will the movie be?
LEE: Three hours and 15 minutes.
C: What made you go ahead and allow us to look at the scenes that we saw, because I know that you'd stated that there'd been a
lot of negative opinions and that kind of thing and that you wanted to correct whatever people were saying or at least educate peo;
pie to the point where they shouldn't speak until they'd actually seen something for themselves. Now, was that the only reason? i
Because this is unprecedented, you mentionedLEE:, No, we wanted to extend our hand to the Black press. You know, this is usually not done. We want to make them feel a pa ,;
the film. Make them feel that this is their film as much as Time or Newsweek or Entertainment Weekly, Spin or Rolling Stone, a,
just a special treat. show you some scenes of the film.
Q;'Dld you have any dialogue between yourself and the Nation of Islam about the movie?
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LEE:Before the film began, I flew out to Chicago to meet with Minister Farrakhan to talk about the film, and he made it clear that he was not really concerned.
about how Malcolm was 'portrayed. It was really about how we were gonna portray the Honorable Elijah Muhammad.
Q:Did you find that somewhat bizarre that the movie is about Malcolm X and not Elijah Muhammad, even though heLEE:No, Elijah was in it, and they let me know how they felt about Elijah, and how they feel about certain portrayals of Elijah.
Q:Well, what did they say exactly?
. LEE:(Pause) They just letme know. (Everyone laughs)
Q:This is Your first biography, and obviously it took a lot of time and research to do this. What kind of impact did Malcolm X make on you when you were
younger. Did you always admire him?
,LEE:Well, ell l'd heard about was Martin Luther King. I didn't read the autobiography until junior high school, and that's what made it have a profound effect
on me then. I knew that I wanted to.do this film, probably after Do The Right Thing.
Q:Was it because of the race thing, the injustices in the United States, oryou just wanted - the injustices in the world, or you just wanted to educate people
"ebcut Malcclm X by using this film as motivation? "
'LEE: I wanted t)'le film to be done correctly. That is why I campaigned -: beaugarded for the job, because Norman Jewison was hired to direct this movie.
Q:We'read months back that you were having trouble as far as finances were concerned. You had to reach out to a host 0
. ers and Black figures.
How did that make you feel? Did you feel that that was just another obstacle standing in your way?
LEE:Well, there was no other resort. The bond company cut off funding of the film. Warner Bros. said becau
.legalities, they could not give me any money until things got worked out between them and the bond comp
ny, And so Malcolm always talked about do for self. There's too many Black folks running around with
'money not to putthat in action. I just picked up the phone and called people. Now, ot'course, it was
«stillifor me, personally, still very hard phone calls to make. I don't like to be in a position where I'm
'ptactically begging Michael Jordan, Magic, Oprah, Bill Cosby, Prin.ce and Tracy Chapman-I
always leave out somebody and getin trouble. But those were not easy phone calls to make.
Q:But they resppnded to you.
,'LEE:Yeah. But there were a lot more people we asked too, but those were the ones who came
. through and wrote some checks.
0: Howdb you fesl about - and I don't include the film in this particular question, how do you
feel about what I call the marketing of Malcolm X, the commercialization of his image, the X on
'the hats, stc., etc.
.
LEE:The hats and the T-shirts don't bother me. Malcolm X potato chops bother me. Kenny Gamble
is behind that.
Q:Does the factthatthe hatand the T-shirts become important if it's done properly as it pertains to
the film. It all brings people to it
LEE:Yes, it's marketing. A T-shirt, that's a walking billboard.
a:When youset out to do this film, did you have any idea that you would come up against
some of the controversy that you did, the threats.?
LEE:We knew we would go through the fire on this one.
a: Was it worse or a little less than you thought?
LEE:It's about what we expected.
Q:Can yo,uspeak about the research, since you went to Mecca
LEE:I didn't go to Mecca.
Q:Okay, well tha film included sections where it
lnvclvad.people going there. Can you speak of the
significance .
ofthat
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research and bringing in information such as
that.
LEE: Well, we felt it was important that we had to
spend the time to show the transformation of
Malcolm. We can't have him saying, 'White people, blue-eyed, grafted devils: for two hours and
then spend two minutes in Mecca. We had to
spend the time. Therefore, we wanted to shoot
there so we got the permission of the Saudi government, and they allowed us - we had to hire
an Islamic crew, who let us bring our cameras
into the holy city of Mecca, and we shot, two
consecutive years we shot the sacred rite of Hajj,
the pilgrimage. We used the wide shots and then
we wentto Egypt and we shot Denzel so it's
intercut, seamlessly, you can't tell what's what.
Q: How difficult was it to get permission?
LEE: It was difficult, but in the Islamic world,
Malcolm is a saint. He's a martyr, so they welcomed us.
Q: How would you rate the making of this movie
in comparison to all the movies that you've done
up to this point in your career?~?
LEE: I mean, everything led up to this. This is the
culmination of the previous - all my work of the
previous five films.
Q: What's some more projects that you would like
to work on?
LEE: I-really don't know now. I'm just trying to finish this one.
Q: Is there any message in particular that you
want Afro-American youth to get from this?
LEE: Well, I think that really, they really have to
come out in this theater and look how Malcolm
viewed education. I mean, there's too many
Black kids out there who ridicule other Black kids
because they get As o~they speak correct
English, and that type of backwards, ignorant
thinking has to be stopped. Because, I mean,
something is wrong when our values are so topsy
turvy that ignorance is championed over intelligence. And when you have kids who aren't
strong, they're gonna bend to peer pressure and

will fail classes, get Ds on.purpose so they can be
down, so that they can be Black, and if you aren't
strong enough that's what you'll do. That has to
be stopped. Number one, that has to be stopped.
Q: How did you decide what scenes you would
make available for us to look at?
LEE: Well, I knew that Angela Bassett was gonna
be here. I knew that AI Freeman, Jr. was gonna
be here so I chose -I went through their scenes
to see which ones would be the best choice for
last night. We wanted to give you something of
Malcolm in the prison. We wanted to show you
Malcolm as we all know him, as an orator, and
then have a flashback to show something, what
happened in his early life that led him to become
what he became. The flashbacks, I feel which I
think is one of the major points in the book. That
scene when Mr. Ostrowski (his English teacher)
tells him that the law profession is not for niggas,
why don't you be a carpenter. Up to that point,
Malcolm was the class president, straight As,
After that, he didn't care about school anymore,
after his teacher told him that. And think of the
millions of Black folks that has happened to,
where you're striving. Your teachers tell you,
look, forget about college. Your guidance counselors, college counselors. We're steered in
other directions. You don't want to be a ballerina.
You don't want to do this. You don't want to do
that. You don't want to be a brain surgeon, whatever.
Q: Did anyone ever try to talk you out of what you
wanted to do?
LEE: (Laughs) All the time.
Q: I mean, I know you're still having that problem,
but can you remember any specific instances in
high school or junior high school that stood out.
LEE: Oh, you mean that? I remember in college
people used to think I was crazy wanting to pursue a career as a filmmaker. Or we're trying to do
She's Gotta Have It, and we're scrounging around
trying to get our nickels together. They thought
we were crazy about that. It would never happen.

\

Spike discusses the movie with members of the Black press,
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Lee on the set in character. His signature is that he usually allows himself a
role in all his movies.
Q: In casting the movie, were there any other

principals that you considered besides Denzel?
LEE: It was academic because Denzel
Washington was part of this project before I was.
He was hired then Warner Bros. got Norman
Jewison. Everybody keeps saying how Larry
Fishburne should play Malcolm X. Larry Fishburne
said himself that Denzel was the actor for this
role. Let's squash that all the way.
Q: What's really nice is bringing in AI Freeman,
and showing him in film 'cause so many people
don't know his career, My Sweet Charlie, The
Dutchman. Can you speak of that relationship,
what working with somebody who's a craftspsrson is like?
LEE: It was an honor. We gave him some tapes,
audiotapes of Mr. Muhammad. We.had some
documentary footage. That's all we needed. I
mean, we have actors like that, I can go to the
Knick game (Laughs), come back, and you know,
they're professionals. They're gonna come
through.
Q: At this point in your career, do you even care
about the Oscar?
LEE: (Pause) Well, I'm caring less and less every
year. (Pause) They can't bypass Denzel, that's my
point. It'd be too much of a - so that's the only
thing. I'm sure of Denzel. But, I mean, they like
him. He has one already. (Pause) So you all are
with the teen magazines?
CHORUS: Yes.
LEE: They gotta read the book. I mean, it takes
more than just wearing an X hat, an X f-shlrt, and
knowing some samples that were in some rap
records. 'Too Black, too strong: Awright, that's
alii need to know about Malcolm X. 'By anv
means necessary'. That's alii need to know. It's
notl They need to read the bookl
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Actress Angela Bassett
appears as Betty Shabazz,
Mako/m X's wife, in the
movie Malcolm X, but got her
first big break in the movie
Boyz 'N The Hood, directed by
John Singleton. Bassett also
has television credits to her
name and plays Katherine
Jackson in th,s fall's ABC-TV
miniseries The Jackson: An
.American Dream, but
undoubtedly the role of Betty
Shabazz Is fler most high- profile role, one which is guaranteed to bring her abundant
exposure as It is one of the
screen's most coveted roles of
the year.
Q: How many people auditioned for
that role?
ANGELA: I have not a clue. I never

your work and give you space, and
saw any other person, any other sisthe interplay was just really wonderter, auditioning for Betty, you know.
ful and open. It was like, okay, and I
The second time that I went in to
remember telling people, and they
auditio_ I was put on videotape
said, 'Oh, that would have thrown
the first time, and they sent the
. tape to New York, to Spike, and
me! I would have been so nervous.
he was gonna come out to L.A.,
What! What was he doing!'lwas
like, no, it was perfect. He knows
thank goodness, and audition peohow Betty is supposed to look, and it
ple, but he wanted a preliminary
was just a bit too much, you know,
tape to get an idea of people he
might want to see when he got
for Malcolm.
Q: What experiences did you draw
there. And they called me and said,
upon to play this role?
'Okay, he wants to see you: okay,
'so come in.'1 went in the first day. I ANGELA: Just growing up with my
Mom. It was Betty at that time and was put on videotape again, but
four girls, you know, four daughters.
auditioning with Deniel
It was just the girls a lot of the time
Washington, auditioning with the
actor, which, of course, is an incredibecause he [Malcolm] was away so
ble experience, you know. I mean,
often, and I, Angela, grew up with
just my Mom and my sister and two
there's a very important relationship
older half sisters. I'm very close to my
that's going on between the two of
them [Malcolm X and Betty Shabazz], . father's sister, various relations in my
so, I mean, I was thankful that he was life ...so, you know, just the relationship of women, strong Black women,
there because he really had this enerjust supportive of each other. I think I
gy, and his work, and just his work
that he's done as you'll be able to see draw upon just friends that I've had,
in the film, and then really playoff of
this passion and love that I have for
him. And we, oooh, forgot about the
people. You know, education. She's
camera, we were off and all over the
very educated. She graduated from
Tuskegee Institute. She was in colleqe
room, at one point. And the second
[time] I came in the next day to do
here. That opportunity just wasn't a
the five SCenesagain. And they said,
given in that day, you know, time
and money and Opportunity, you
'Angela, put on a little bit more
know, or whatever. Today, you're not
makeup: 'cause, you know, I
thought, l'rn a Muslim, and, you
going to college, that's odd I In that
know, would not wear lipstick and
time, you're going to college? Oooh,
eyelashes, and you know, very long
that's extraordinary, wonderful, and
[dresses],very subdued and very, very
I, Angela, had the opportunity
lowkey, and [they said] 'Wear makebecause someone cared and just said,
up.' [And I said], 'Well, 'come on, I
. 'You know what? You could go to
Yale University.' I could? It never
have On a little bit now.' They said,
'Wear more.' I said, 'Okay.' So I put
even crossed my mind. Really? Well,
on red lipstick, whatever, and we do
I'm gonna apply. I got in? Oh, oh! But
about two scenes,Denzel and I, then
I didn't know. But I had people in my
life who believed in my potential,
he jumps up and he runs off, and I
who believed in me, and I thank God
go, hmmm, oh well, I guess he'll be
back when he's ready. He came on
for that, you know, that they were
able to guide me, to influence me,
back and he had some tissue and he
wiped the lipstick off. And I just, you
because what do you know someknow, leaned into him and let him do times when you're growing up? You
know, you're reaching and trying to
it, and it didn't throw me because
learn more day by day, and have just
we'd been so, I guess even then, just
so confident and assured in the work,
positive influences in your life. It's
incredibly important, and I think
in each other, you know, that the
that's what Malcolm is. You know,'
other is gonria care about you and
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even though you don't know him, I
was telling someone, I believe that he
cared about me. He never knew me,
but he cared about me, about the
woman that I woutd grow up to be.
He wanted me to have dignity and
integrity, be graceful, always be a
lady, be proud of yourself, develop
your self-esteem. Don't let someone
tell you you can't do such and such a
thing because you're a woman and "
you'rea Black woman, and, you
know, try to be an actress, you know
how hard that is; you gotta starve!
Follow your dream. It's too much
time to follow everybody else's
dream, but follow yours initially.
Follow yours first.
Q: Did you find anything about the.
, role difficult?
ANGELA: Not really. It just fit.
Sometimes it's difficult, and you say,
ooh, I've gone so far outside myself.
Oooh, I've got to put on this physicality - she had polio, or this limp. For
instance, AI Freeman, because Elijah
Muhammad really had a very sickly
thing that was going on with this
coughing (Coughs), this physical ailment that he as a man had. People
would hear about Elijah Muhammad,
but then they'd go and hear him
speak and be disappointed because
his voice wasn't strong and commanding. He wasn't as charismatic as
Malcolm X was, so sometimes they
were disappointed. So I didn't have
those kinds of things to put on Betty.
I had to remember never to cross my
legs because Muslim women didn't
do that. Sit up straight, to never raise
my voice above my husband's, things
like that that weren't too difficult,
but very interesting. I was speaking
with Muslim sisters and just gaining
knowledge about their involvement
with their families, with their men
and with their children.
Q: SOreferring back to the research,
knowing Islam, knowing Malcolm's
life, and if so what kind of research
did you do?
ANGELA: I spent some time with a
couple of Muslim sisters, but the
brothers had Fruit Of Islam training,
security training; they were really
doing a lot of physical stuff. But I just
spent hours talking to some of the
sisters, you know, just asking them
about food preparation, things that I
wouldn't do in the film, but I wanted
to know because it informed ... May I
have the Koran there? I know I'm in '
this scene seething, but may I have it
right here on this bed table. I'm
pregnant. They told me, sisters spend
a lot of time reading the Koran when
they're pregnant _
.
Q: Did you read the Koran?
ANGELA: (Laughs) That's a big book
to get through. I looked through it,
J

but I can't say I read it cover to cover.
as a real person, you know, mother or
I read his autobiography though. I
something. But I didn't get a chance
read it cover to cover twice. I read
to actually meet Dr. Shabazz because
some other things from the dead
she was at Medgar Evers College.
level, which was an experience. The
Q: In the past, in biographies that
brother, he knew Malcolm and he
were done on Black women, the
was kind of in that life, you know,
information was altered, like Lady
really rambunctious and he came to
Sings The Blues; the movie was comthe Nation Of Islam and how it
pletely different from the book; The
changed his life. It was written in the
Josephine Baker Story, some things'
'60s so you just get - which felt difwere different, but I guess with Spike
ferent than now. They had a lot of
Lee and this project, he didn't leave
sayings. You know, give me five. And
any stone unturnedyou give him one and you say, I owe
ANGELA:you know what, I think it's
you four (Laughs). You know things
funny, this project is bigger than life
like that, that they would say during
because there's just so many facets to
the day, so it was just really lnforrnaMalcolm, when he was growing up as
tive and like I say informs the work
a child, as a pimp, as a hustler, you
and the process.
know, a Minister in the Nation Of
Q: When did you as a person first
Islam, being ostracized from that
become aware of Malcolm X, and
group. He came and he went to
what did you think of him?
Mecca and just opening up and seeANGELA: I was in college and picked
ing all men as brothers, you know,
up - can't remember, but I picked up the possibility of living in harmony.
his autobiography, and I just started
There are certain things, and it's
reading it cover to cover, and it was
amazing that we're gonna be three
the first thing that I saw in the mornhours and some odd minutes, you
ing and the last thing that I saw at
'know, three hours and fifteen minnight. I was in drama school, at the
utes, or thereabout, when your averYale Drama School at the time and
age movie is maybe two hours, somewas fascinated by this man who was
times, you know, SO it's really jambigger than life, and was just so honpacked with a lot of info. A lot of
est, and had so much integrity, told
characters, of course, have to be a
you the things about his life that
combination. Malcolm's brother actuweren't too complimentary. But he
ally told him about the Nation Of
also changed. And he told you where
Islam when he was in prison, but in
he came from so you could apprecithis he meets Brother Baines in prison
ate the journey he made and where
and the information comes from that
he ended up.
character. Certain things, we won't
Q: I read in the biography that Betty
be able to put in. He goes to Mecca,
Shabazz was a consultant to the film.
and it was Betty saving those pennies
Is it difficult to portray someone who
because he wouldn't take money
is still alive today? And did she have
because so many people believe in
any input or any influence on the role .these figures that are before them,
directly?
and they give and-they support finanANGELA: Your first question. Not
cially and emotionally and spiritually
really difficult; it's a challenge in that
or whatever, and sometimes they're
you can't go so far off the mark, you
disappointed and he knew that. So
,know. You want to make things drahe never -, you know, don't put the
matic or make them interesting, but
house in my name. Don't put the car
you can't go so far off the mark that
in my name. Betty would put money
it's not true to that person, but a lot
aside along with his sister ,Ellan,and
of the research has been done. You
that's how he got to Mecca. That's
know, let me see, what do I want to
how he was able to get to Mecca,
do here. Do I want to make him stutthose two women ..Now, you won't
ter? How do I want to dress them?
see that in the movie, but that
Becauseshe dressed a certain way.
informed my character, 'cause she
She carried herself in a certain man. was looking out for him. ShE:cared,
ner. She spoke in a certain way. She
cared about the man and not just the
wore her hair in a certain way, you
figure up on the podium. So sertain
know, beautiful, thick black hair. She
things we won't be able to seejust in
loved to show it. She didn't like wearthe interest of time, but whatl hope
ing those headdresses, so I couldn't
will happen, what you do get to see
go in there with braids, certainly, so a is just gonna be just so provoking and
lot of the work's been done already.
so wonderful that people are gonna
And I've had a chance to playa lot of
go, if they haven't read the book,
historical people ...Katherine Jackson
they're gonna read it. If they have it,
they're gonna reread it. I don't know,
now, so I've had the opportunity to
play real-life people. I don't know,
maybe check out some of these
maybe it's sornethlnq, I must bring
libraries and just come up with some
of the material that's out there.
something to it. Maybe I come across
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A veteran of stage, screen '
and telev!sion, AI Freeman, Jr.
~as nomlnat~d for an Emmy
In 1979 for hIS portrayal'of
Ma/coltriX in Roots II. He was
born in San Antonio, Texas
and is currently the chairman
and artistic director of
Howard' University's theater
arts department.

,

Q: Do you find that it's more difficult
or easier to portray someone who has
lived or a fictitious character?
AL: Certainly Elijah had a lot of people who were very connected to him
and who remember him. Certainly
everybody's memory is different, you
know, and that gave me some concern in the beginning. We had to be
as accurate in giving an essence,certainly not to imitate him, anyway, as
best we could. His voice, for instance,
was very different than mine and was
something that I really had to work
on. He had an odd way of putting'
words together and paused in a lot
of peculiar places, and coming from
Georgia, had an accent that was
almost sometimes West Indian, cer-
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tain
sounds, and having been a
Baptist preacher, he had some of that
in him too. It's a challenge to do. I've
been, in my so-called career have
done a few people. Like I played
Bobby Seale once in the Chicago
Seventrial. I did Malcolm in Roots II. I
think I even played Paul Robeson
once at the Yale Repmany years ago.
They're challenging, but I think the
primary goal is to find the humanity
In all those people, the life force that
they have that drives them, that fuels
them. Look for the humanness that's
in there. It then becomes a person, a
person thatbreathes, a person that
thinks, a person that has emotions.
So that's kind of how I try to portray
them. You know, in this electronic
age, where people are recorded certainly they were, extensively, so'that
there're here. When you listen to a
tape or watch a video, they're there
and you've got that now where it's'
very accessibleto us, and that's very
useful in something like this. Of
course, as'I've been saying, Denzel
and I were playing scenes,two peo- '
pie behind the closed door, and the
two people who were there dead so
the task is to try to put together,

in

some kind of believable way, what
they were actually saying to each
other. We knew, kind of from the
public record, what went before
a~d the~ there was a change after
this particular conversation so we
had to try to use our imagination .
and craft the words and their relationship to each other in that manner. We do know, of course, that
Malcolm and Elijah were very very
close - very close, father-son blood
kind of thing. They had real f~elings
for each other. That's what Denzel
and I were trying to capture, and I
must say, he made it easy for me
because he's an extraordinary actor
and person, so we played off each
other and some of it seemed to work.
Q: You were a contemporary of
Malcolm X. When did you become
aware of him? '
AL: Publicly, at the same time that
everybody else did when Mike
Wallace did that interview alerting, I
think, the White world to something
that was brewing that they didn't
know about, and that it was gaining
momentum and all that sort of stuff.
Of course, it was at the time of the
Civil Rights Movement, and the nonviolent marches and Martin Luther
King, and all that stuff where these
pe?ple and their tactics were really
being horrendously attacked and
murdered and maimed, and for that
r~~son, I did not see myself as a sacriflclal lamb here - if somebody's
gonna throw a brick at me, I'm \
gonna have to do something about
it. He could kill me, so I would not be
suitable for that kind of movement.
But certainly it stirred a lot of passion
in my heart when I used to watch
those things on television and all
that, and I went to a rally ...up on
125th and 7th Avenue, to protest the
harsh treatment of those non-violent
marchers, and send a message I
think, to the government to p~otect
its citizens, which I suppose was the
overriding theme of that. Along with
all the proponents of the non-violence method, Malcolm was scheduled to speak, and he wasn't on the
platform at the beginning of it. I
remember seeing Lorraine Hansberry
there [playwright and author of A
Raisin'ln The Sun]. It was the last
time I really saw her healthy. She
died not too long after. Anyway, they
made the proper speeches the nonviolent people, we're gon~a do this
and do that, blah, blah, and then
Malcolm came and mounted the platform and he said, 'If a dog attacks
you, whether it's a four-legged dog
or a two-legged dog, you kill that
dog', and h.ewas really saying, let us
not take thls stuff. Let's be men. Let's
defend ourselves. We don't need the

government. We can do it. That was
the message I wanted to hear, and
from then on, it became something
that I listened to ...1got involved in a
direct way with Malcolm. I certainly
always wanted to hear what he had
to say. I hope the film captures that
because that's really the force that he
was. I mean, he had a way of articulating the issuesthat had something
to do with our own defining definitions of ourselves that made a lot of
sense.And, I guess along with other
people, when the split happened,
and he became, he went to Mecca,
and I wasn't quite sure what his
direction was, where he was going,
but it was clear when they would not
allow him to enter France. He landed
and they wouldn't let him out of the
airport. He was beginning to have a
global sort of influence, and it has
been said that that's the reasorfhe
was silenced. Certainly the events in
the Middle East might lend some credence to some of that possibility, .
however, I don't know, I don't subscribe to the conspiracy theory and all
that, but it gives you pause.
Q: What kind of influence do you
think this movie will have on the.
.youth of today?
AL: Well, of course, you don't have :
any way of knowing that, but I would
think, from what I saw last night in
the trailers, and we all have to see
the whole thing, how the ideas all fit
together, and if they are, in fact;
clear and have clearly captured the
essenceof the ferce that all those figures had, as well the movement at
that time, then it can't help but have
some kind of an influence that, I
think, young people will respond to,
and certainly I think it may need to
be interpreted for our times, because
these are different times. There are a
lot of things confronting us nowAID5, for instance, was not around in
those days, you know, which affects
the way we live these days, and there
are some of the basic tenets of selfhelp, unity, building your own house,
taking care of your own people are
still valid ideas, and I think those will
be communicated. I'm encouraged by
what I saw last night, and I think
young people will get that, and
they'll know why they're wearing
those T-shirts with the 'X' on them.
I'm hopeful that that'll happen
because it was much more than that
and much more than 'By any means
necessary.'The message is a lot
deeper than that. And the fact that
they allowed parts of the film to be
shot in Mecca, when no one else
was granted that privilege, indicates that there is some kind of force
that is still happening, that's still alive
for a lot of other people. 50, boy, I'm

like you, I guess, I really want to see
this thing complete. Will we ever?

A previous collaborator with
director Spike Lee In Mo'
Better Blues, Denzel
Washington is one of to day's
most outstanding actors who
was introduced to the New
York theater audience a
decade ago in the role of
Malcolm X in a play titled
When The Chickens Come
Home To Roost. Among
'Washington's other stellar
credits are his roles in A
Soldier's Story, Carbon Copy,
The Mi~hty Quinn, Heart
ConditIon, Ricochet,
Mississippi Masala, Cry
Freedom (for which he was
nominated for an Academy
Award in the Best Supporting
Actor category) and Glory (for
which he won an Academy
Award as Best Supporting
Actor)
o prepare for his role as Malcolm X,
Denzel Washington moved to New
York and lived with members of the
Nation Of Islam, read everything about
Malcolm X that he could find and listened
to the speeches of the great Black leader.
"they were very cooperative - no hard
feelings at aII,"
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said Washington in a New York Magazine
article. "A lot of people loved Malcolm
and wanted to protect that."
Of his role as Malcolm X,Washington
indicated that the responsibility of portraying a political icon of such magnitude
was constantly on his mind. "The key for
me was spirit," said Washington. "I've told
people, and I'll continue to say, that I
can't be Malcolm X. I'm not Malcolm X.
I'm Denzel. But I know that the same spirit, the same God that moved him, can
move through me. That was my desire and
my prayer - to be moved by the same
spirit he was moved by.
"I keep going back to the word 'evolution'," continued Washington, "because
we all have to evolve and we all have to
take a good look at where we are. It takes
discipline, a lot of it. Malcolm made a lot
of mistakes, but he was constantly evolving, constantly growing - and I think
that's the essenceof the human condition
and what's important to know about this
character."
With his portrayal of Malcolm X,
Washington's career as a major screen star
is sure to be forever cemented in the film
world's hall of fame. At presstime,
Washington was an odds-on favorite for
an Academy Award nomination for his
role in the movie. And if judging his talent
by his impressive list of screen, stage and
television work, then it certainly is not
premature to predict that Washington
may just be taking home that Best Actor
Oscar come awards time.
f
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BY ILYASAH SHABAZZ

AlCOlM X
EDUCATION

The greatest tool of
the oppressor is the
mind of the
oppressed. " Malcolm X

what America chose not to teach them. They
were well aware that the educational institutions focus was to glorify their own merits
while undermining the psychological fiber of
Native Americans, AfricCfn-Americans,
Latinos, Chicanos, Asians, women, poor
Whites and the physically impaired in the
most derogatory way possible.
Tarzan, chief of the jungle - swinging on
vines as transportation - ruling over the
Incompetent Africans who are clearly Incapable of functioning without the assistance
of Mr. Tarzan and his beloved mistress,
Jane. Where did these two come from?
When we learn about Africa, we ingest a
sense of shame and dependence.
This method of education serves to validate society's claim that people of African
descent are an "Innately Inferior race;¥
Furthermore, It was believed by Blacks and
Whites that because White ancestry was
common among the high-achieving Blacks,
their success was due to a genetic superiority - based on their White ancestry.
Siaveowners did what was necessary to
ensure that we were Ignorant, dependent
and subservient while glorifying their own
fantasies. If we were In fact Incompetent and
clearly Incapable of productivity, why then
did glorious civilizations of Africa flourish at
a time when Europeans were living in caves?
Why were we shipped throughout the world

to 1) make economies and to 2) make
economies marketable: agriculture, architecture, literature, philosophy, music, science,
math, technology?
African slave labor was the sole source of
productivity that made America an economic
world power In less than 400 years. The
dome of the capitol was designed and built
by an African-American architect in which
the president resides today. In the literary
realm, The Three Musketeers was written by
a man of African descent.
We cannot continue to delude ourselves
with guns, drugs nor Ignorance. This results
In preventing a united bond among us to
reclaim our history and understand the
Importance of retaining such information to
properly function in the world.
The Great Sphynx of Ghlzeh, which welcomes one to the magnificent pyramids, had
African features which represented the pride
taken in our beauty and craftsmanship, to
say the least. Napoleon, the great European,
ordered this sculpture's African features to
be destroyed. In addition, reference is
always made to the structures of Incan temples, but rarely made to the more sophisticated ancient temples of Zimbabwe.
African~Americans who acquire such
knowledge and profess pride in their ethnicity are labeled as "troublemakers" or "militants" being either prosecuted (as Nelson

Mandela) or assassinated (as Malcoim X).
Let's face it, the educational curriculum that
was created by "conservative" America long
ago just ain't workin'. When credible AfricanAmerican scholars assume the responsibility
of providing a curriculum for their youth, as
do those in the Jewish faith, high achievers
are produced. This type of curriculum does
not promote racism, contrary to popular
belief. It reinforces a sense of security,
respect and motivation to research, learn,
produce and share. It embodies the belief
that in order to have a cohesive society, we
must have a society which is respectful of
self and respectful of differences.
, Quite naturally, my parents wanted the
best forlheir girls. With the busing of Black
children to White schools after the passing
of Brown vs. the Board of Education, one
found the quality of education diminishing.
Most White parents removed their children.
from the public schools, sending them to
private schools. My parents saw to it that we
attended the best of schools. In addition, we
had cultural language and history tutors,
classical and ethnic dance lessons, music
lessons, and summers spent with Native
Americans and Quakers in Vermont. All of
this was done not to keep us up to par with
our White peers, but to keep us one step
ahead in both education and culture. This
was perceived by my parents as being the
prerequisites for a sound and fulfilling
future.
Because of the tutelage of my parents, I
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grew up with a deep sense of self-respect
and pride in spite of the insults portrayed.
Unlike other ethnic groups, ethnicity was not
a prerequisite to socialize; good manners,
moral ethics and a high regard for mankind
played vital roles. Due to a diverse and
multi-cultural background, co-existence for
my sisters and me was a natural process. I
was never inhibited or made to feel uncomfortable when confronted by or engaged with
members of anomerculture, I do recall,
however, the ignorant and tactless remarks
, made by those who prejudged my race as
being inferior.
Over the past year, I have traveled to academic institutions and to lock-up facilities
stressing the importance of education and
the implementation of a multi-cultural curriculum. With such, one can gain understanding, respect and motivation to alleviate
the social ills that we are confronted with
" daily.
Through my travels and early learning
and teaching experiences, I have found that
by structuring the learning environment with
material by which students can digest, they
were more eager and apt to learn, having a
greater respect for self as well as others.
After all, America is the "melting pot" of
diverse ethnicities.
My educational experience has enabled
me to both understand and be sensitive to
America's people, historical contributions,
and social conditions having a greatinflu60

ence on their plights and successes, and
, ment. Malcolm X did not engender hatred
adaptations into mainstream America.
for White America nor White people as a
Miseducation, however, inhibits the full
whole. He advocated brotherhood, which
potential of a nation.
encompasses all of mankind. Malcolm X was
My father stated, "Education is an imporinstrumental in fueling fire on an already
tant element in the struggle for human
existing coal of discomfort. Throughout the
rights. It is the means to help our children
history of slavery, Black America was denied
and people rediscover their identity and
an education. We were miseducated about
thereby increase self-respect. Education is
our place within world events. One has to
our passport to the future, for tomorrow
simply question the rationale behind conbelongs to the people who prepare for it
cealing historical facts - to strategically
today."
attempt to negate the merits of another. (lilt
If you sport an "X" cap or any "X" parais always better to form the habit of learning
phernalia, research and understand your
how to see things for yourself; then you are
brother, Malcolm. Today, as it is important
in a better position to judge for yourself. " to commemorate Malcolm X (EI Hajj Malik
Malcolm X)
,
Shabazz) by the brothers and sisters that he
We cannot focus on our faults without
not only fought for, but died hence, it is
focusing on ways to Improve them We canequally important to understand his philosonot expect to earn the respect of others until
phy and not attribute characteristics he did
we first learn to respect ourselves. We've
got to treat the brothers right, the sisters
not display or possess. His statements are
right and each other right. We must support
often taken out of context. Malcolm X did
a cohesive agenda that will enable us to minnot travel with a loaded rifle in his back
pocket nor underneath his coat. He did not
Imize the self-destruction that was encouraged during slavery. We need to understand.
advocate violence. His intention was not to
that this was a necessary tactic exercised to
promote racism.
maintain the repressive order. The rewards
Malcolm X attempted to undermine the
injustices of the supremist's institutions and from education are great. It produces strong
individuals. Our great scholars have fought
the falsehoods on which they were based;
thereby, to rectify the dilemmas that we have to instill such values that will Inspire us to
, research, study, learn and share. Those of
encountered for far too long at the defense
us who are able should assist those of.us
of our humanity "by any means necessary."
who are not. And as Naughty By Nature said,
The institution of racism was primarily
implemented to maintain the social and eco- despite the setback, "Everything's Gonna Be
Alright."
"
nomic status quo of White male superiority
With all my love, support and understandover the remaining people. To have been
classified a "racist" by the perpetrator of this ing. Peace!
system is quite ironic. It is only natural to
dislike an oppressor and its oppressive ele-

lIyasah Shabazz and editor Kate Ferguson.
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